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Abstract
One of the numerous characterizations of Sturmian words is based on the notion of balance.
An in/nite word x on the {0; 1} alphabet is balanced if, given two factors of x; w and w′,
having the same length, the di0erence between the number of 0’s in w (denoted by |w|0) and
the number of 0’s in w′ is at most 1, i.e. ||w|0 − |w′|0|6 1. It is well known that an aperiodic
word is Sturmian if and only if it is balanced.
In this paper, the balance notion is generalized by considering the number of occurrences of
a word u in w (denoted by |w|u) and w′. The following is obtained.
Theorem. Let x be a Sturmian word. Let u; w and w′ be three factors of x. Then;
|w|= |w′| ⇒ ||w|u − |w′|u|6 |u|:
Another balance property, called equilibrium, is also given. This notion permits us to give
a new characterization of Sturmian words. The main techniques used in the proofs are word
graphs and return words. ? 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Sturmian words are in/nite words over a binary alphabet with exactly n+ 1 factors
of length n, for each n¿ 0: One of the numerous characterizations of Sturmian words
is based on the notion of balance. An in/nite word x on the {0; 1} alphabet is balanced
if, given two factors of x; w and w′, having the same length, the di0erence between
the number of 0’s in w (denoted by |w|0) and the number of 0’s in w′ is at most 1,
i.e. ||w|0 − |w′|0|6 1. It is well known that an aperiodic word is Sturmian if and only
if it is balanced [10].
The notion of balance is important in Sturmian words theory and in number theory.
In particular, the structure of aperiodic balanced words in a /nite alphabet containing
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more than three letters is closely related to Sturmian words [9,12]. In addition, the
covering of integers by more than three disjoint sets of the form
([in+ i])n∈N
(where all the i are di0erent) leads to periodic balanced words [18]. Furthermore, the
balanced words appear in computer science for allocation sequences of two processes
sharing a resource and in the heap model with two pieces [8,14]. Recently, a paper
of Cassaigne et al. [6] illustrates how the presence of balances is intimately connected
with the underlying geometry: an Arnoux–Rauzy sequence which is totally unbalanced
in the sense of Cassaigne–Ferenczi–Zamboni cannot be a natural coding of a rotation
on a torus.
BerthJe and Tijdeman [4] consider balance in multi-dimensional words and prove the
associated double sequence to be fully periodic.
A way to extend the balance property is to consider the number of occurrences of
a word u in w (denoted by |w|u) and in w′, both words being factors of a Sturmian
word and having same length. The di0erence of the numbers of occurrences is studied
and it is shown that it is less than |u| (see Theorem 12).
More precisely, the following result is obtained (Proposition 11). (Here, we denote
	(u)=max{||v|u − |v′|u| | v; v′ ∈L(x); |v|= |v′|}.)
Proposition. Let x be a Sturmian word and u be a factor of x. Three cases appear:
(i) if u is non-overlapping; then 	(u)6 2;
(ii) if v is the period of u; u= vr and vr+1 ∈ L(x); with r ¿ 1∈Q; then
(a) if |v|=1; then 	(u)6 2;
(b) otherwise; 	(u)6 3;
(iii) if v is the period of u; u= vr and vr+1 ∈L(x); with r ¿ 1∈Q; then
(a) if |v|=1; then 	(u)6max(r; 2);
(b) if |v|=2; then 	(u)6 r + 1;
(c) otherwise; 	(u)¡r + 2.
In this proposition, all the bounds are reached except for the case (ii)(b). But, we
conjecture that 	(u)6 2 in this latter case. Proposition 11 implies, in particular, that
a Sturmian word whose slope has bounded coeLcients in its continued fraction, has a
bounded balance too.
A former result of Ostrowski [15,13] implied that 	(u)6 2|u| in the general case and
	(u)6 c ln(|u|), with c∈N, when the slope has bounded coeLcients in its continued
fraction expansion. This result is based on rotations on the unit circle and continued
fraction techniques. We therefore improve these bounds using totally di0erent means.
The generalized balance property is related to the following notion. Consider two
factors z and z′ of a Sturmian word such that z= uvu; z′= uv′u and |z|u= |z′|u= n,
with n¿ 2: The di0erence of lengths, |z| − |z′|, is called the equilibrium of the factors
and Theorem 7 states that the equilibrium is bounded by the length of u (i.e. ||z| −
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|z′||6 |u|). Furthermore, the equilibrium for the case where u is equal to the letter 1,
permits us to give a new characterization of Sturmian words.
The article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains basic de/nitions and notations
in combinatorics of words. Section 3 recalls some facts about Sturmian words and
return words. In Section 4, it is shown that the derived word of a Sturmian word is
also Sturmian. Sections 5 deals with the relative lengths of return words. Sections 6
and 7 establish the main theorem using return words and combinatorics on words.
2. Denitions and notations
Let A be a /nite alphabet {0; 1}. The set of /nite words is denoted by A∗ and the
set of in/nite words by A!. The empty word is denoted by . Given u a /nite word,
its length is denoted by |u|.
Given r ∈N and u∈A∗, we denote Pref r(u) the pre/x of u of length r if |u|¿ r;
otherwise u. Likewise, we denote Su0 r(u) the suLx of u of length r, if |u|¿ r; oth-
erwise u.
Let x= a0a1 · · · an(· · ·) be a /nite or in/nite word over A. For integers i6 j; we
de/ne x[i; j)= aiai+1 · · · aj−1 and x[i; j] = aiai+1 · · · aj. The set of all /nite factors of
x is denoted by L(x), i.e.
L(x)= {x[i; j) | 06 i6 j}:
Let u be a factor of a word w (/nite or in/nite). If there exist two words  and
 such that w= u, then the integer || is said to be an occurrence of u in w. The
number of occurrences of a word v in u is denoted by |u|v. An in/nite word is said
to be recurrent if for each factor u of x, there are an in/nite number of occurrences
of u in x.
We de/ne the shift operator on in/nite words, , as follows. If x= a0a1 · · · an · · ·
is an in/nite word, then (x)= a1 · · · an · · ·. Of course, k(x)= akak+1 · · · an · · ·.
Let v be a /nite word and r be a rational number such that r|v| is an integer. We
denote vr the word vr · v[0; {r}|v|), where r	 denotes the integer part of r and {r}
its fractional part. Let u be a /nite word. We say that v is a (rational) period of u if
u= vr for some r ∈Q, and v is called the period of u if it is the smallest period of u.
If r ∈N, the word v is said to be a integral period of u.
Let u be a /nite word. It is said to be overlapping if there exist two words p and
s such that 0¡ |p|= |s|¡ |u| and pu= us. It is not diLcult to see that if a word u is
overlapping, it has a period v with |v|¡ |u|.
Let u be a factor of an in/nite word x and a be a letter. We say that ua is an
(right) extension of u if ua is also a factor of x. Symmetrically, we say that au is an
left extension of u if au is also a factor of x. Obviously, if we consider in/nite words
over a two-letter alphabet, a factor has one or two extensions.
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3. Previous results
3.1. Sturmian words
There are many de/nitions and properties related to Sturmian words. Here, we recall
only those we are going to use. For more information about Sturmian words the reader
is referred to the survey of Berstel and SJeJebold [2].
An in/nite word on {0; 1} is said to be balanced if, for any two factors v and w,
we have
(|v|= |w|) ⇒ (||v|0 − |w|0|6 1):
An in/nite word x is Sturmian if it is balanced and non-periodic.
Let x be a Sturmian word. There exists an integer k¿ 1, such that x has one of the
following two forms:
x= 0i10k110k2 · · · 10kp · · · or
x= 1i01k101k2 · · · 01kp · · · ;
where 06 i6 k + 1 and kp= k or kp= k + 1.
A Sturmian word x is uniformly recurrent, i.e. given any factor u of x, it has an
in/nite number of occurrences and the distance between two successive occurrences of
u is bounded. If x is a Sturmian word, then the word y obtained from x by replacing
0 by 1 and 1 by 0 is also Sturmian.
The slope of a Sturmian word is the real ; 0¡¡ 1, de/ned by
= lim
n→+∞
|xn|1
|xn| ;
where xn=x[0; n). The slope always exists (see [2]).
The factors of a Sturmian word are dependent of its slope. More precisely, we have
the following.
Proposition 1 (Berstel and SJeJebold [2]). If x and y are two Sturmian words of slopes
 and ; respectively; then =  if and only if L(x)=L(y).
Moreover, the partial quotients of the continued fraction of the slope give us some
information on the repetitions in the Sturmian word. Indeed, given an in/nite word x
and u a factor of x, we de/ne the index of u in x as the greatest integer d such that
ud is a factor of x. The word x has bounded index if there exists an integer d such
that for every factor u of x, the index of u is less or equal to d.
Proposition 2 (Mignosi [16]). Let x be a Sturmian word. Let  be the slope of x
and let = [0; a1; a2; : : : ; an; : : : ] be its continued fraction expansion. The word x has
bounded index if and only if the partial quotients (an)n∈N are bounded.
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Another characterization of Sturmian words is based on complexity, i.e. the numbers
of di0erent factors of a given length.
Proposition 3 (Hedlund and Morse [10]). An in8nite word is Sturmian if and only if
for each n∈N; there are exactly n+ 1 di9erent factors of length n.
Other equivalent characterizations of Sturmian words are mainly about representa-
tions of straight lines and rotations over the unit circle.
3.2. Return words and derived words
The notions of return words and derived words were introduced by Durand [7] and
Holton and Zamboni [11].
Let x be an in/nite word and u be a recurrent factor of x of length ‘. The factor v is
a return word of u if there exist i; j∈N; i ¡ j, such that v=x[i; j); x[i; i+‘)=x[j; j+
‘)= u and |x[i; j+ ‘)|u=2. In other words, we de/ne the set of return words of u to
be the set of all distinct words beginning with an occurrence of u and ending exactly
before the next occurrence of u in the recurrent word x (see examples below). We
denote it by Hu(x) as in Durand [7].
For example, if x is the well-known Fibonacci word, x=0100101001001010010100
100101001001 · · · ; we have H(x)= {0; 1}, H0(x)= {0; 01} and H1001(x)= {100;
10010}. In the latter example, we can see that a return word is not necessarily longer
than the factor.
It is not diLcult to see that if v is a return word of u, then vu is a factor of x and
has u as pre/x.
Obviously, the set Hu(x) is /nite if and only if the distance between two suc-
cessive occurrences of u is bounded, i.e. if x is uniformly recurrent. Suppose that
Hu(x)= {u1; u2; · · · un}. There exist a unique sequence of integers (ik)k¿1 and a unique
word  such that x= ui1ui2 · · · uik · · · and such that || is the /rst occurrence of u in
x. The word i1i2 · · · ik · · · is called a derived word of x with respect to u .
Obviously, the derived word obtained depends on the injective map f :Hu(x) → N:
However, as all the derived words are images of each other by a letter-to-letter bijection
and as the roles of 0 and 1 are symmetrical in Sturmian word theory, we will denote
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it the derived word Du(x) of x with respect to u. In the previous example, as we have
D(x)=x, D0(x)= 101101011010 · · · and D1001(x)= 10110101 · · · :
4. Derived words
In this section, we are going to show that deriving a Sturmian word produces a
Sturmian word. To this end, we /rst remind a previous result due to Berstel and
SJeJebold.
Take E; ’ and ’˜ the following morphisms on {0; 1}∗:
E :
0 → 1
1 → 0 ; ’ :
0 → 01
1 → 0 ; ’˜ :
0 → 10
1 → 0 :
Proposition 4 (Berstel and SJeJebold [2]). Let x be an in8nite word on {0; 1}.
(i) If ’˜(x) is Sturmian and x starts with the letter 0; then x is Sturmian.
(ii) Let f be a morphism that is a composition of E and ’. If f(x) is Sturmian;
then x is Sturmian.
Now we can state the promised result.
Proposition 5. Let x be an in8nite Sturmian word. For each factor u of x; there are
two and only two return words of u. Moreover; the derived word Du(x) is also a
Sturmian word.
Remark. The fact that there are exactly two return words was already shown by one
of the authors in [19].
Proof. We show both properties by induction on the length of u in the same time.
The base case: u= . As both 0 and 1 appear in x, we have H(x)= {0; 1} and
D(x)=x which is clearly Sturmian too.
Now, let us consider the induction. Let u= va, where a is a letter. There are two
cases:
(i) If v has only one extension, then the occurrences of u are exactly those of v. Con-
sequently, the return words of u are the same as those of v, i.e. Hu(x)=Hv(x).
Obviously, we have also Du(x)=Dv(x) and, consequently, by induction hypoth-
esis, Du(x) is a Sturmian word.
(ii) If both words v0 and v1 are factors of x, let v1 and v2 be the two return words
of v. By de/nition v1v and v2v are factors of x and have the pre/x v. Thus, there
exist two words t1 and t2 such that
v1v= vt1;
v2v= vt2:
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As v has two extensions, we have Pref 1(t1) =Pref 1(t2). Suppose that a=Pref 1(t1).
The occurrences of u= va are thus those of v1v, that is, if to compute Dv(x) we
replace v1 by 0 and v2 by 1, the occurrences of u correspond to the 0’s in Dv(x).
By induction hypothesis, we know that Dv(x) is a Sturmian word. Again there
are two cases:
(a) There exists k¿ 1 such that Dv(x)= 0i10k110k2 · · · 10kp · · · ; where 06 i6 k+
1 and kp= k or kp= k+1. Therefore x has the form wvi1v2v
k1
1 v2v
k2
1 · · · v2vkp1 · · ·,
where |w| is the /rst occurrence of v. Then Hu(x)= {v1; v1v2}. If to compute
Du(x), we replace v1 by 1 and v1v2 by 0, we have Du(x)= 1i−101k1−101k2−1
· · · 01kp−1 · · · if i¿ 0, and Du(x)= 1k1−101k2−1 · · · 01kp−1 · · · otherwise. Then
’(Du(x))= p(Dv(x)) where p=0 or p=1. Since p(Dv(x)) is clearly
Sturmian, we have by Proposition 4(ii) that Du(x) is Sturmian too.
(b) There exists k¿ 1 such that Dv(x)= 1i01k101k2 · · · 01kp · · · ; where 06 i6 k+
1 and kp= k or kp= k+1. Therefore x has the form wvi2v1v
k1
2 v1v
k2
2 · · · v1vkp2 · · · ;
where |w| is the /rst occurrence of v. ThenHu(x)= {v1vk2 ; v1vk+12 }. If to com-
pute Du(x) we replace v1vk2 by 0 and v1v
k+1
2 by 1, we have Du(x)= xk1xk2 · · ·
xkp · · ·, where xkp =0 if kp= k and xkp =1 if kp= k + 1.
Let f be the morphism:
f :
0 → 01k
1 → 01k+1:
We have that f(Du(x))= i(Dv(x)), but we cannot conclude so easily.
Let g and h be the following Sturmian morphisms:
g=E ◦ ’˜ : 0 → 01
1 → 1 ; h=’ ◦ E :
0 → 0
1 → 01:
First, we can check that f= gk ◦ h. We have obviously that h(Du(x)) starts
with the letter 0, and then for all ‘, the word g‘ ◦ h(Du(x)) starts with 0 too.
Thus we have E ◦ (’˜ ◦ gk−1 ◦ h(Du(x)))=f(Du(x))= i(Dv(x)), which
implies that ’˜ ◦ gk−1 ◦ h(Du(x)) is Sturmian (Proposition 4(ii)). As gk−1 ◦
h(Du(x)) starts with 0 (see below), by Proposition 4(i), we have that gk−1 ◦
h(Du(x)) is Sturmian. By induction, we can prove similarly that g‘◦h(Du(x))
is Sturmian for ‘; 06 ‘6 k. Thus h(Du(x)) is Sturmian and by Proposition
4(ii), Du(x) is Sturmian. This completes the induction.
5. Relative lengths of return words
In this section we use the word graph associated with the factors of a Sturmian word
x (see [1–3,5]) in order to study the relative lengths of return words.
We begin by stating some notations about word graphs (for more information see
[1]).
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Fig. 1. Graph of words.
In the graph of length n, the vertices are words of length n: There is an edge
between the vertices u and v if and only if there exist two letters a and b such that
ua and bv are factors of x and ua= bv (we label the edge by a; u →a v). As x is a
Sturmian word, there exists for each n a unique word Rn (resp. Ln) of length n with
two right extensions (resp. with two left extensions). The other words have a unique
right extension (resp. left extension) (Fig. 1).
Consequently, the word graph for Sturmian words is composed of three paths: the
/rst and the second ones from Rn to Ln, the third one from Ln to Rn. The /rst path is
Rn →a1 f1 →a2 f2 → · · ·f‘1−1 →a‘1 Ln;
with length equal to ‘1.
The second path is
Rn →b1 g1 →b2 g2 → · · · g‘2−1 →b‘2 Ln;
with length equal to ‘2.
The third path is from Ln to Rn, namely
Ln →c1 h1 →c2 h2 → · · · h‘3−1 →c‘3 Rn;
with length equal to ‘3.
By construction, we have ‘1¿ 1 and ‘2¿ 1: The third path has length 0 if Ln=Rn
(see [1,3,5] for general properties on word graphs associated with Sturmian words).
Now, we are ready to state the proposition.
Proposition 6. Let x be a Sturmian word. Assume that Hu= {u1; u2} with u a factor
of x. Then;
||u1| − |u2||6 |u|:
Proof. This proof has the same structure as the proof of Proposition 5. (In particular,
we use intermediate results about return words of Proposition 5.)
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We show the proposition by induction on the length of u: Let G be the word graph
of length |u|:
The base case: u= . By de/nition, H(x)= {0; 1}: We /nd that ||u1|−|u2||= ||0|−
|1||=0= ||:
Suppose that u= va, where a is a letter.
• If v has only one extension, then Hu(x)=Hv(x). Consequently, by induction
hypothesis, ||u1| − |u2||6 |v|¡ |u|.
• If v has two extensions, then both words v0 and v1 are factors of x: Let v1 and
v2 be the two return words of v. By an argument in the proof of Proposition
5, either Hu(x)= {v1; v1v2} or Hu(x)= {v1vk2 ; v1vk+12 }. In both cases, we have
||u1| − |u2||= |v2|: Thus, it is suLcient to show that |v2|6 |u|= |v| + 1 to prove
the statement.
Consider G the word graph of length |v|: As v has two extensions, we /nd that
R|v|= v: By construction of the return words, one return word is given by the
concatenation of the labels of the path
R|v| →a1 f1 →a2 f2 → · · ·
f‘1−1 →a‘1 L|v| →c1 h1 →c2 h2 → · · · h‘3−1 →c‘3 R|v|:
The other return word is given by the concatenation of the label of the path
R|v| →b1 g1 →b2 g2 → · · ·
g‘2−1 →b‘2 L|v| →c1 h1 →c2 h2 → · · · h‘3−1 →c‘3 R|v|:
In consequence, |v2|6max(‘1 + ‘3; ‘2 + ‘3):
Recall that, in the graph of length |v|, the vertices are words of length |v| and
there are exactly |v| + 1 such vertices. (Indeed, in a Sturmian word, the number
of distinct words with length n is n + 1.) Furthermore, the number of edges is
|v| + 2. (Since the number of distinct words with length n + 1 is n + 2.) That
is, ‘1 + ‘2 + ‘3 = |v| + 2: By construction, ‘1¿ 1 and ‘2¿ 1: In consequence,
|v2|6max(‘1 + ‘3; ‘2 + ‘3)6 |v|+ 1: Thus, we are through.
6. Equilibrium
The following lemma deals with the relative lengths of words z having the following
property: Pref |u|(z)=Su0 |u|(z)= u and |z|u= n: The relative lengths |z| − |z′| is called
the equilibrium of the factors.
Theorem 7. Let x be a Sturmian word. Let u be a factor of x and n¿ 2 be an integer.
Given two factors z and z′ of x such that z= uvu; z′= uv′u and |z|u= |z′|u= n; then
||z| − |z′||6 |u|:
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Proof. Let Hu(x)= {u1; u2}. There are two sequences (ik)16k6n−1 and (jk)16k6n−1,
with ik =1 or 2 and jk =1 or 2, such that z= ui1ui2 · · · uin−1u and z′= uj1uj2 · · · ujn−1u.
Take
v=(i1 − 1)(i2 − 1) · · · (in−1 − 1);
v′=(j1 − 1)(j2 − 1) · · · (jn−1 − 1):
Both words v and v′ are factors of the derived word Du(x) which is a Sturmian word
by Theorem 5. Consequently, they are balanced, i.e.
||v|1 − |v′|1|= ||v|2 − |v′|2|6 1:
Thus, on the one hand,
|]{k | ik =1} − ]{k | jk =1}|= |]{k | ik =2} − ]{k | jk =2}|6 1;
where ]A denotes the cardinal of the set A. On the other hand, we have clearly
|z|= ]{k | ik =1} · |u1|+ ]{k | ik =2} · |u2|+ |u|
and
|z′|= ]{k | jk =1} · |u1|+ ]{k | jk =2} · |u2|+ |u|:
Therefore,
||z| − |z′||6 ||u1| − |u2||6 |u|;
which is the desired relation.
We can state a new characterization of Sturmian words based on the equilibrium
property. Let x be a recurrent word in the alphabet {0; 1}, let k ∈N and let 'k(x)=
{z ∈L(x) |Pref 1(z)=Su01(z)= 1 and |z|1 = k}. For example, the words 1000100001
and 1011 are elements of '3((1000100001011)!).
Theorem 8. Let x be a recurrent non-periodic word in the alphabet {0; 1}. The word
x is Sturmian if and only if; for every z and z′ in 'k(x) and for every ∈N;
||z| − |z′||6 1:
Proof. Suppose that x is a Sturmian word, then by Theorem 7 with u=1, we have
the statement.
For the other implication, we reason by contradiction. We use the fact that a word
x is Sturmian if and only if, for each n¿ 0, there is one and only one factor of x of
length n having two extensions, the others having exactly one (see [10]).
Suppose that, for every z and z′ in 'k(x); we have ||z| − |z′||6 1 and that x is not
Sturmian.
Case 1: There exists n0 such that each factor of x of length n0 has a unique right
extension. Then the word is periodic, which is in contradiction with the fact that x is
non-periodic.
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Case 2: There exists n0 such that two factors of x of length n0 has two right exten-
sions. Let n0 be the smallest one having this property and v; w be the factors of x of
length n0 such that v0; v1; w0 and w1 are also factors of x and |v0|= |v1|= |w0|= |w1|
= n0+1 and for n¡n0; there exists for each n a unique word of length n with two right
extensions. Thus, we have v= av′ and w= bw′ where a and b are letters of the alpha-
bet. As v′ and w′ are factors of length n0−1 with two right extensions, then v′=w′. In
other words, 0v′0; 0v′1; 1v′0; 1v′1 are factors of x. Let m be the number of 1’s in 1v′1;
by de/nition 1v′1 is an element of 'm(x). Furthermore, the factor 0v′0 can be extended
to the right and to the left. In general form, we can /nd p and q positive integers such
that 10p0v′00q1 is an element of 'm(x), Thus, |10p0v′00q1| − |1v′1|=2 + p + q¿ 1
and there is a contradiction because we /nd two elements of 'm(x) with equilibrium
greater than 1.
7. Generalized balance
Let w, w′ and u be factors of x such that |w|= |w′|. We denote
*u(w; w′)= ||w|u − |w′|u|
the balance of u upon w and w′ and
	(u)=max{*u(v; v′) | v; v′ ∈L(x); |v|= |v′|}
the maximal balance of u.
Proposition 9. Let x be a Sturmian word and u be a factor of x. We have the
following cases:
(i) if u is non-overlapping; then 	(u)6 2;
(ii) if v is the period of u; u= vr and vr+1 ∈ L(x); with r ¿ 1∈Q; then
(a) if |v|=1; then 	(u)6 2;
(b) otherwise; 	(u)6 3;
(iii) if v is the period of u; u= vr and vr+1 ∈L(x); with r ¿ 1∈Q; then
(a) if |v|=1; then 	(u)6max(2; r);
(b) if |v|=2; then 	(u)6 r + 1;
(c) otherwise; 	(u)¡r + 2.
Remark. Most of these bounds are reached. For each example, it is easy to verify that
w and w′ are factors of the same Sturmian word.
(i) Let w= akbakb; w′= ak−1bak−1ba2 and u= akb. We have *u(w; w′)= 2.
(ii) (a) Let w= akbak ; w′= ak−1bak−1ba and u= ak . We have *u(w; w′)= 2.
(iii) (a) If |u|=1, let w= a2k−1; w′= ak−1bak−1 and u= ak . We have *u(w; w′)= k.
(b) Let w=(ab)2n+1b(ab)2n+1; w′=b(ab)nb(ab)2nb(ab)nab and u=(ab)n+1. Then
we have *u(w; w′)=n+1.
(c) Let w=(akb)2n+1ak−1b(akb)2n+1; w′=ak−1b(akb)nak−1b(akb)2nak−1b(akb)na2
and u=(akb)nak , with r= n+ k=(k + 1); k ¿ 2. *u(w; w′)= n+ 2= r + 2	.
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The proof of Proposition 9 is an immediate consequence of the combination of
Propositions 10 and 11 mentioned below. The proof of these two latter propositions
will be given in the appendix.
Proposition 10. Let x be a Sturmian word and u a factor of x. Let Hu(x)= {u1; u2};
with |u1|6 |u2|. We have the following:
(i) if u is non-overlapping; then |u1|¿ |u|;
(ii) if v is the period of u; u= vr and vr+1 ∈ L(x); with r ¿ 1∈Q; then |u1|¿
max{|v|+ 1; (r − 1)|v|+ 1};
(iii) if v is the period of u; u= vr and vr+1 ∈L(x); with r ¿ 1∈Q; then u1 = v.
Proposition 11. Let x be a Sturmian word and u be a factor of x. Let Hu(x)=
{u1; u2}; with |u1|6 |u2|. We have the following inequality:
	(u)6max
(
2;
|u| − 2
|u1| + 2
)
:
Proof of Proposition 9. We distinguish the same cases as in the proposition’s state-
ment. Let Hu(x)= {u1; u2}, with |u1|6 |u2|. Let us denote e=(|u| − 2)=|u1|+ 2. We
have then 	(u)6max(2; e).
(i) By Proposition 10, we have |u1|¿ |u|. Thus e6 (|u| − 2)=|u|+2=3− 2=|u|¡ 3.
Therefore 	(u)¡ 3, and, since 	(u) is an integer, we get 	(u)6 2.
(ii) By Proposition 10, we have |u1|¿max{|v| + 1; (r − 1)|v| + 1}. We have also
|u|= r|v|. Let e1 = (r|v| − 2)=|v| + 1 + 2 and e2 = (r|v| − 2)=[(r − 1)|v| + 1] + 2.
We have obviously e6min(e1; e2).
(a) We have |v|=1, thus e2 = (r − 2)=r + 2=3− 2=r ¡ 3. Therefore e¡ 3 and
	(u)¡ 3, that is 	(u)6 2.
(b) Here we have two sub-cases.
• If r¿ 2, then e2 = [(r−1)|v|+1]=[(r−1)|v|+1]+(|v|−3)=[(r−1)|v|+1]+2.
As r¿ 2, we have (|v| − 3)=[(r − 1)|v|+ 1¡ 1], then e2¡ 4. Therefore,
	(u)¡ 4 and then also 	(u)6 3.
• If 1¡r¡ 2, then e1¡ (2|v| − 2)=(|v| + 1) + 2= (2|v| + 2)=(|v| + 1) −
4=(|v|+ 1) + 2¡ 4. As in the precedent case, we get 	(u)6 3.
(iii) Since v is the period of |u| and vu∈L(x), we have |u1|= |v|. Then e=(r|v| −
2)=|v|+ 2= r + 2− 2=|v|.
(a) Since |v|=1, we get e= r, and thus 	(u)6max(2; r).
(b) Since here |v|=2, we get e= r+1, and thus 	(u)6 r+1. We do not need
a maximum here, because r + 1¿ 2.
(c) The general case gives the inequality e¡ r + 2, and 	(u)¡r + 2 too.
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We are now ready to state the main theorem.
Theorem 12. Let x be a Sturmian word. Let u; w and w′ be three factors of x. We
have
|w|= |w′| ⇒ ||w|u − |w′|u|6 |u|:
Proof. Remark that the main theorem is true for |u|=1: We suppose that |u|¿ 2. In
this proof, we use the results and the cases of the Proposition 9.
(i) If u is non-overlapping, then, by Proposition 9, ||w|u − |w′|u|6 	(u)6 26 |u|.
The statement is true for non-overlapping case.
(ii) (a) If |v|=1, then, by hypothesis, |u|¿ 2. Thus, by Proposition 9 we have
	(u)6 26 |u|. This gives the statement.
(b) If |v|¿ 2, then |u|= r|v|¿ 3. Thus, we have 	(u)6 36 |u|.
(iii) (a) If |v|=1, then |u|= r. In consequence, by Proposition 9, 	(u)6 r= |u|.
(b) If |v|=2, then |u|=2r: Thus, we have 	(u)6 r+1= |u|=2+1. It is suLcient
to prove that |u|=2 + 16 |u|. As |u|¿ 2 the statement is true in the case
|v|=2
(c) If |v|¿ 2; as by Proposition 9, 	(u)6 r + 2; then 	(u)=r6 r=r + 2=r6 3.
This gives the bound 	(u)6 3r. In consequence, if |v|¿ 3, then 	(u)6 3r6
|v|r= |u|.
Remark. The reciprocal of Theorem 12 is obvious since, if we take |u|=1, we get
the classical de/nition of Sturmian words by balance.
Nevertheless, it would be interesting to study the words such that E(u)6 2 for every
factor u of length 2.
Proposition 9 also permits us to write the following corollary.
Corollary 13. Let x be a Sturmian word. Let  be the slope of x and let = [0; a1; a2;
: : : ; an; : : : ] be its continued fraction expansion. If the partial quotients (an)n∈N are
bounded; then (	(u))u∈L(x) is bounded too.
Proof. By Proposition 2, there exists an integer d such that for any factor v∈L(x), we
have vd+1 ∈ L(x). Let u be a factor of x. By Proposition 9, if 	(u)¿ 3, then we have
u= vr and vr+1 ∈L(x), and then 	(u)6 r+2. But in this case, we have r ¡d and then
	(u) is bounded by d+ 1. Thus, for any factor u∈x, we have 	(u)6max(3; d+ 1).
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Appendix
Here, we will give the proofs of Propositions 10 and 11. Some extra de/nitions will
be useful.
We denote occi(u; w) as the ith occurrence of u in w, i.e. if w= u such that
|u|u= i, then occi(u; w)= ||.
By extension, assuming that we consider a /xed in/nite word, we de/ne
occ0(u; w)=−min{|| | ∈A+;∃∈A∗; w∈L(x); w= u}:
Remark. Such an  always exists because of the uniform recurrence of x. Similarly,
if w has k occurrences of u, we de/ne
occk+1(u; w)=min{|| |∈A∗;∃∈A+; w∈L(x); w= u}:
For example, if x is the Fibonacci word,
x=010010100100101001010 · · · ;
then we have occ0(01; 101001)= − 1, occ1(01; 101001)=1, occ2(01; 101001)=4 and
occ3(01; 101001)=6.
We can remark that
Lemma 14. Let x be a Sturmian word and u be a factor of x with H= {u1; u2}. Let
w be another factor of x and k be an integer such that 06 k6 |w|u.
We have either occk+1(u; w)− occk(u; w)= |u1| or occk+1(u; w)− occk(u; w)= |u2|.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the de/nition of return words.
The following lemma will be useful too. It is a classical result of combinatorics (see
[17]).
Lemma 15. Let v be a word such that there exist two non-empty words p and s such
that v=ps= sp. Then v has a integral period strictly smaller than |v|.
Proof of Proposition 10. We will give a di0erent proof for each case.
(i) Suppose |u1|¡ |u|, then, by de/nition of u1, there exists a word s such that
u1u= us with |s|= |u1|¡ |u|. Thus u will be overlapping which is absurd.
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Fig. 2. Case t ∈N.
Fig. 3. Case t ∈ N.
(ii) If |u1|¿ |u|, the inequality is satis/ed. Suppose, now, that |u1|¡ |u|. Then, u is
clearly overlapping, consequently, as remarked in Section 2, u1 is a period of u.
As v is the period of u, we have |u1|¿ |v|. Moreover, since vr+1 ∈ L(x), we
cannot have the equality, thus |u1|¿ |v|.
Now, suppose that |v|¡ |u1|6 (r − 1)|v|. Since u1u has u as pre/x and since
|u1|¿ |u|, the word v is a period of u1; i.e. there exists t ∈Q; 1¡t6 r − 1
such that u1 = vt . Either t ∈N (Fig. 2), and then u1u= vt+r ∈L(x) which is in
contradiction with the hypothesis, or t ∈ N (Fig. 3), and then, take s= {t} · |v|,
where {t} denotes the fractional part of t, we have v= v[s; |v|) · v[0; s): Then, by
Lemma 15, v is periodic (with an integral power), which implies that v is not the
smallest period of u. This is also a contradiction to the hypothesis.
(iii) We reason as above: we have that |u1|¿ |v|. Since vu= vr+1 ∈L(x) and since we
have Pref |u|(vu)= u, we can conclude that u1 = u.
Proof of Proposition 11. Let w and w′ be two factors of x, such that |w|= |w′|. We
can suppose that |w|u − |w′|u¿ 0.
We are going to restrain the study to a subset of {(w; w′) |w; w′ ∈L(x); |w|= |w′|},
the underlying idea being that we only need to consider “the worst cases”.
Step 1: We can suppose that |w′|u¿ 1.
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Proof. Let us suppose that |w′|u=0. Let k = |w|u. We are going to prove that k =*u
(w; w′)6max(2; (|u| − 2)=|u1|+ 2).
Let w′1 be the longest word in L(x) such that |w′1|u=0. Obviously, we have
w′1 =Su0 |u2|−1(u2) · Pref |u|−1(u). Now let w1 be the shortest word such that |w1|u=
k. Assuming that uk−11 u is in L(x), we have w1 = u
k−1
1 u, otherwise |w1| is obviously
larger.
Therefore, we must have |w1|6 |w|= |w′|6 |w′1|, which leads to the inequality
(k − 1)|u1|+ |u|6 |u2|+ |u| − 2
or equivalently
|u2|¿ (k − 1)|u1|+ 2:
By using Proposition 6, i.e. |u2|6 |u1|+ |u|, we can conclude that
|u|¿ (k − 2)|u1|+ 2:
Now, we can see that (|u| − 2)=|u1|+ 2¿ k =*u(w; w′). We are through.
Step 2: We can suppose that |w|u¿ 4.
Proof. If |w|u6 3, then we have, using Step 1, *u(w; w′)6 3 − 1=2, which is in
accordance with the proposition.
Step 3: We can suppose that occ1(u; w)= 0.
Proof. Suppose that w= u, with ||=occ1(u; w) =0. Let ‘= |w| − ||. If we take
w1 =Su0 ‘(w) and w′1 =Su0 ‘(w
′), then |w1|u= |w|u and |w′1|u6 |w′|u and then
*u(w1; w′1)¿*u(w; w
′). So we need not consider the couple (w; w′).
Symmetrically, we suppose that occ1(u˜; w˜)= 0 (here, u˜ is the reversal of u). So
that we have w= u1u or w= u2u, with ∈A∗: (w= u is excluded because
|w|u¿ 4.)
Step 4: We can suppose that we have w′= - with -=Pref |u|−1(u).
Proof. If the condition is not right, we have w′=Pref |w′|(u), with || the /rst oc-
currence of u in u which is not in w′. If we take w′1 =Pref |w′|(Su0 |w′|+1(u)), then
|w′1|u6 |w′|u, because we are sure to have not added any occurrence of u, but we can
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have lost some in the beginning of u. Then *u(w; w′1)¿*u(w; w
′), and so we can
eliminate the couple (w; w′).
Step 5: We can suppose that occ1(u; w′)¿O.
Proof. Suppose we have occ1(u; w′)= 0. We have then w= uiu, with i=1 or i=2.
We have also w′= u/. Let ‘= |w|−|ui|. We take w1 =Su0 ‘(w) and w′1 =Su0 ‘(w′). We
have |w1|u= |w|u − 1 and |w′1|u6 |w′|u − 1, so *u(w1; w′1)¿*u(w; w′). Then studying
the couple (w; w′) is useless.
Summary. We can restrain the study to couples (w; w′) such that
(i) |w|= |w′|;
(ii) |w|u − |w′|u¿ 2;
(iii) w= uu;
(iv) w′= u/-, with =Su0 ‘(u), for some =1 or 2 and 0¡‘¡ |u|, and -=
Pref |u|−1(u).
That is to say, we have the following sketch:
Proof of Proposition 11 (continued).
As mentioned above, we restrain the study to couples (w; w′) with the properties of
the summary. So, we can write w and w′ as follows:
• w= ui1ui2 · · · uipu, with either uik = u1 or uik = u2.
• w′= uj1uj2 · · · ujq- with either uik = u1 or uik = u2, with =Su0 ‘(u), for some
0¡‘¡ |u2|, and -=Pref |u|−1(u).
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We have then |w|u=p + 1 and |w′|u= q, therefore *u(w; w′)=p − q + 1. As we
suppose *u(w; w′)¿ 2, we have p¿ 1 + q.
If p=1 + q, then we have *u(w; w′)= 2 is in accordance with the desired result.
Elsewhere, we suppose that p¿ 1 + q. We have then
|w|= |ui1ui2 · · · uiq+1 |+
p∑
k=q+2
|uik |+ |u|;
|w′|= |uuj1uj2 · · · ujq |+ (|u| − 1)− (|u| − ||):
Thus, using the equality |w|= |w′|, we have
p∑
k=q+2
|uik |= |uuj1uj2 · · · ujq | − |ui1ui2 · · · uiq+1 |+ (|u| − 1)− (|u| − ||)− |u|:
By Proposition 6, we have
||ui1ui2 · · · uiq+1 | − |uuj1uj2 · · · ujq ||6 |u|:
We have also
∑p
k=q+2 |uik |¿ (p− q− 1)|u1| and |u| − ||¿ 1.
We can therefore conclude that (p−q−1)|u1|6 |u|−2, i.e. (p−q−1)6 (|u|−2)=|u1|
and thus
*u(w; w′)=p− q+ 16 |u| − 2|u1| + 2:
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